Identification of Probable Iron Ore using Ground Magnetic Exploration Technique
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Abstract: Geophysics is one of the branches of natural science which is concerned with the physical process and physical properties of the earth. Exploration physics is the sub branch of the geophysics which is very important for any mining related activities. The exploration activities help the mining industries to locate the probable mineral or ore reserve. There is various physical method of exploration process such as, seismic, gravitational, electrical, magnetic and electromagnetic to locate the position and volume of mineral by direct or indirect approach. In this paper, an identification study was performed using ground magnetic technique to identify the probable iron ore in the site under the study. In the current ground magnetic survey, it was observed that the, it is a confident suggestion that iron ore is available in this area. As per the conducted field analysis, the ore bodies available in this area are floats, deposited and in order to rule out this concept Vertical Electrical Sounding (VES) technique was recommended.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The mineral exploration is one of the vital activities in the mining industry which helps to uncover the mineral potential so that a country can utilize its full mineral paternal. The mineral exploration is the technique of finding the mineral or ore deposit in a commercially viable manner. It helps in minimizing the risk of mining business by generating adequate information of the surface which is going to be mined. Mineral exploration having four essential stages namely, area selection, target generation, resource evaluation ad reserve estimation [1]. The adequate information of reserve evaluation and estimation could play an important role for the mineral based industries. In this context, the finding of reserve becomes very much essential which can be carried out by using the concept of exploration geophysics [2].

Exploration geophysics is one of the branches of geophysics which is used to identify the type and volume of mineral present under the earth surface. The exploration geophysics uses the physical method namely, seismic, gravitational, electrical, magnetic and electromagnetic to locate the position and volume of mineral by direct or indirect approach [3]. In magnetic technique the aeromagnetic survey is being used to map the magnetic anomalies of the under-earth surface. An aeromagnetic survey usage the magnetometer behind an aircraft and follow the same principle of magnetic survey with the allowing the larger surface area [4]. The magnetometer of aircraft files measures and records the complete power of the magnetic field at the sensor and gathered the required information about the surface [5].

The best geophysical procedure for identification of Iron ore body is ground magnetic survey. As the haematite and Magnetite have ferro-magnetic properties so the finding of probable iron ore reserves becomes easy by adopting the ground magnetic survey. The usages of ground magnetic survey aids in understanding the behaviour and complexity of sub surface thin layer [6]. The main objective of ground magnetic studies is to understand the sub-surface implications of iron ore bodies mainly Banded Iron Formation (BIF), Banded Magnetite Quartzite (BMQ) etc deposits. This ground magnetic survey obeys the non-invasive nature of geophysical technique where it gathered the require information without affecting the surface condition. It is a low impact survey technique which is usage a measuring instrument called magnetometer [7].

The magnetometer instrument is lighter in weight and it can be transported by simply backpack mechanism. The measurement can be taken at one point or in a grid profile without disturbing the surface. The magnetometers are basically three types namely, fluxgate, proton-precession and Alkali-vapor magnetometer [8].

In the present research work the field study for identification of probable iron ore reserves was carried out using ground magnetic technique. Thus, in order to conduct the survey of probable iron ore reserve in the field the proton precession magnetometer was used and the study was performed for the south east central zone of India. This paper consists of five different section where section I represent the introduction of the present work. Section II shows the about the considered site (regional geology of the area) which is followed by the section III i.e., methodology adopted for the present research work. Section IV represents the results and discussion of this paper which is followed by the conclusions in the section V.
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II. ABOUT THE SITE

The ground magnetic survey was carried out on the eastern periphery of north Odisha which is situated at 21°55’00˝N and 85°25’00˝E and 21°59’00˝N and 85°27’00˝E. The site having the key horizon of Banded Iron Formation (BIF) and iron ores which is more appropriate for the ground magnetic survey technique. The geological map of the considered site is shown in Figure 1. There are some exposures of basement rock belonging to OMG in the eastern and western part of the fault bounded basin, which include amphibolite’s, tremolite-actinolite schist and granite (Singh hum granite). The basin deposits are structured into series of anticlines and synclines by iron ore orogeny that run parallel in NE-SW in Badampahar and Sulaipat sector but loses symmetry in Gorumahisani sector. In the area under the study Some iron formations (Magnetite dyke) of later appearance owe to the igneous origin and maintain intrusive character with the rocks particularly in the Sulaipat sector.

III. GROUND MAGNETIC SURVEY- FIELD OBSERVATION

The best geophysical procedure for identification of Iron ore body is ground magnetic survey as haematite and Magnetite have ferro-magnetic properties. The main objective of ground magnetic studies is to understand the sub-surface implications of iron ore bodies mainly BIF, BMQ etc deposits. Ground magnetic surveys are planned with 50 m traverse interval using the high accurate magnetometers which can measure local the magnetic fields with a high degree of precision. In this study, Gem Systems GSM-19 WALKMAG magnetometers are used which is shown in Figure 2. Further, the planned ground magnetic lines at an interval of 50 m for this study is presented in Figure 3.

Base and rover data are the basic outputs from the location from where the instrument data is acquired. A base station magnetometer is used to record TMI value at a constant location with respect to time (readings are taken at regular time intervals) are used as base reference during the entire period of survey. This data is used to make necessary corrections (diurnal corrections) in the field magnetometer (Rover or Walking Magnetometer) data for varied locations as well as to obtain local magnetic anomalies. This base station is re-occupied daily throughout the survey. Rover Magnetometer is the one that moved along the traverse line and recorded TMI values at each of the stations. This data is varied with location based on local magnetic intensity and is compared against base data and the anomaly is calculated.

Total Magnetic Intensity maps have been prepared after undertaking processes of base /regional corrections of the rover data which is shown in Figure 4. This resembles the high and low magnetic intensities of the study area based on the parameters like Latitude, Longitude, Inclination and Declination of the earth. Hence, the magnetic intensities are not truly higher as well as lower in Magnetic Intensity of the particular locations.

The observed total magnetic intensities are corrected for International Geomagnetic Reference field and the total magnetic intensity maps so generated (which is presented in Figure 5) for all the four areas are called as IGRF correctedTMI (Total magnetic Intensity) maps.
red to Pole - The IGRF corrected data has been subjected to a kind of mathematical processing called Reduced to Pole (RTP) to make it more convincing. Reduction to the pole (RTP) transforms an observed TMI anomaly into an anomaly that would be measured at the north magnetic pole. As the study areas are falling over 20 degrees latitude. Therefore, it was essential to prepare Reduced to pole (RTP) maps using IGRF TMI data as of the magnetite responses for such low latitudes are similar to the anomalous near equator with prominent negative predominance which is show in Figure 6.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The current study area consists of supracrustal rocks with dominant deposits of banded iron formation (BIF) and iron ores. The BIF mainly contains banded cherty quartzite (BCQ), banded magnetite quartzite (BMQ) and banded magnetite grunerite quartzite (BMGQ). Iron ores (both Haematite and Magnetite) usually ferro-magnetic in nature and easily respond to magnetic survey. BMQ and BMCQ are more sensitive to magnetometers than BCQ in this area.

The Gem Systems GSM-19 WALKMAG magnetometers are very sensitive to acquire minute magnetic intensities while walking through a traverse. After processing the obtained magnetic intensities, some standard corrections (like diurnal and IGRF) applied to produce Total Magnetic Intensity (TMI) maps for analysis. But Reduced to Pole (RTP) maps are more accurate than TMI to analyse the ore deposits, as it corrects the deviations of Earth’s Magnetic Pole effect.

In this study, Oasis Montaj Geosoft software’s Euler Depth Convolution method used to know the probable ore body depth extinction and Volume Pixel (Voxel) method used to know the probable ore body volume. For analysing Euler Depth Convolution and Voxel, many other maps like Analytical Signal (AS) map, Horizontal Derivative maps for both X and Y direction, Vertical Derivative map for Z direction, Upward and Downward Continuation maps were prepared which is shown in Figure 7.
The main principle of this analysis is that all the Iron Ore bodies are ferromagnetic in nature. Hence whenever high magnetic intensities or positive anomalies are shown in the analysed maps are considered as probable ore deposits. In other areas, ore deposits may be obtained, but in negligible quantities. But red colored zones may produce some quality amount of ore than other non-priority areas. All the light pink colored zones are delineated as probable high priority zones.

V. CONCLUSIONS

The study of probable iron ore reserve was conducted using ground magnetic survey technique. After analyzing the magnetic data and with the primary field verification the following conclusions and recommendations are suggested to go for further exploration before any mining activities in considered site.

1. As per the current ground magnetic study, it is a confident suggestion that iron ore is available in this area. To arrive at the exact bottom depth of the ore body (in this study, only probable bottom depths are obtained), overburden thickness or to get exact thickness of the orebody, Vertical Electrical Sounding (VES) is recommended before pitting and trenching.

2. As per the field observations, the ore bodies available in this area are floats, deposited. To rule out this concept VES is recommended.

3. After getting the exact locations of the ore body and its thickness using VES, overburden etc details, it can be recommended that the pitting and trenching locations can be planned. If required drilling locations also can be planned.

4. Pitting and trenching was recommended mostly in the SW corner of the study area.
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